
MARACA
Hammock



Product type
Hammock
Limited Edition

Materials
100% cotton

Colours
turquoise green/purple/red
orange/gold/red
gold/purple/red

Country of origin 
Colombia

Place of use
Commercial and 
Residental

Environment
Indoor

Customise product
Please contact 
shop@amesliving.de 
for bespoke versionam
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MARACA
Hammock 

Design and inspiration
Historically, this type of hammock is only made by the artesanas in Bolívar, 
the local women who are masters in traditional crafts. Many of the women in 
the region’s villages own their weaving loom. The preparation of all the ma-
terials takes three days, while the weaving of each hammock takes seven 
days. 

About the designer
German designer Sebastian Herkner is a long-term collaborator of ames 
and has visited Colombia multiple times to experience the country’s cities, 
nature and people first hand. He also visited many of the ateliers that ames 
has partnered with to learn about the unique traditional crafts of Colombia’s 
regions. A sought-after contemporary designer and recipient of many indus-
try awards, he has worked with many international design brands, creating 
intriguing pieces that showcase his intuition for interesting material, colour 
and texture combinations.
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Craft and manufacturing
Historically, this type of hammock is only made by the artesanas in Bolívar, 
the local women who are masters in traditional crafts. Many of the women in 
the region’s villages have their own weaving loom. Prior to the weaving, the 
cotton yarns are dyed by hand with natural pigments Salts and Almidon gen-
erate starch to bind the bright colours. Just the preparation of all the mate-
rials takes three days, while the production of each hammock takes seven 
days.

Care instructions
The hammock can be used outdoors, but it should be taken down when not 
in use. To protect the colours of the fabric, avoid exposing it to direct sun-
light over long periods. Store it indoors during winter or wet weather condi-
tions. The fabric can get wet but needs to dry completely before it’s put up 
again. If the fabric is creased, it can be ironed. 

Dimensions (mm)
Width: 1500
Depth: 2400

Packaging dimensions
(H × W × D) (mm)
500 × 700 × 150

Item weight (kg)
2

Optional  (mm)
Fastening kit for hanging  
up the hammocks
Consisting of:  
2 ropes á 1500, 2 logs á 240 as 
well as ropeclamps and screws.
Article number: 00AMHFK
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orange/gold/red
00AMH2

gold/purple/red
00AMH3
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turquoise green/purple/red
00AMH1


